Ticket booths are usually the introduction to your facilities’ offerings, so shouldn’t that first impression say something positive about what’s to follow? Positioning an architecturally enhanced structure at any entrance speaks volumes about the quality of the organization as it welcomes visitors.

Par-Kut works closely with customers to manufacture completely assembled booths that are aesthetically appealing, site functional, and offer the level of security desired. Every booth has a solid welded galvanized steel framework and a factory installed electrical system.

Architectural improvements can be simply accomplished by adding optional exterior treatments at the Roof, Windows and Exterior Walls as represented by these photos.

Functional features routinely included in a Ticket Booth may include; single or multiple selling positions complete with speaker tubes, intercoms, cashier windows, locking cash drawers, safes, counters/shelves & deal trays with transaction covers. Upgraded security can be as simple as unbreakable or break resistant plastic glazing with an industrial strength steel door, can increase to include steel shutters for long term storage and can ultimately go up to bullet resistant construction.

Contact Par-Kut to design a booth your organization will be proud of for many years to come!